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Abstract Gold nanostructures have attracted widespread
attention due to their novel optical, electronic, and
biocompatible properties. These make gold nanostructures
(and in particular nanoparticles) very attractive for a variety
of applications, including catalysis, therapeutics, diagnos-
tics, sensing, and nanoelectronics. In this topical review, the
newly discovered magnetic properties of gold nanostruc-
tures are highlighted. This unexpected magnetism in gold
nanoparticles is a result of (1) the predominant effect of
surfaces at the nanoscale, (2) the electronic modification to
gold from strongly capping molecules, and (3) the strong
spin–orbit coupling of gold. This review discusses the
salient experimental results, a theoretical model, and closes
by highlighting possible industrial applications of magnetic
gold nanostructures.

Keywords Capping molecules . Gold nanoparticles and thin
films . Unconventional magnetism . Self-assembled
monolayers

Introduction

Nanoscience is attracting considerable attention, in partic-
ular in light of emerging useful and intriguing properties
that are present in finely divided materials, but absent in
their bulk counterpart. Ever since the pioneering work of

Brust [1], gold (Au) nanoparticles have been a focus of
interest due to their novel optical, electronic, catalytic,
sensing, and biomedical applications [2–8]. The develop-
ment of gold nanoparticle synthesis has led to a renaissance
of gold chemistry [9]. A striking example is the dark red
color of solutions of gold nanoparticles, which is due to the
surface plasmon resonance of the nanoparticles. Surface
plasmon resonance is a result of collective oscillations of
the electron cloud in a nanoparticle which arises from
interaction with light [10–13]. It presents itself as a strong
extinction of light in the visible range (∼520 nm) and is
responsible for the strong red color of gold nanoparticle
solutions. This property of colloidal gold probably makes it
the longest used form of nanotechnology, where it was used
as early as the fourth century of the common era to decorate
the Lycurgus Cup (exposed at the British Museum,
London), to make stained glass, and as a pigment in the
decoration of porcelain [14, 15].

Magnetism is a field where many nanoscale effects
abound, resulting either from the reduced size of the
material or the predominant effect of surfaces. One of the
more surprising recent incarnations of such novel magnetic
behavior is the observation of magnetic properties in
nanoscaled materials which are diamagnetic (i.e., non-
magnetic) in the bulk. This type of behavior has been
observed in metal oxide nanoparticles and nanocrystalline
films [16, 17], as well as typically paramagnetic (e.g., Pd
[18–23]) and diamagnetic (Cu, Ag, Pt [24, 25]) metal
nanostructures. The latter include gold-based nanostruc-
tures, which will be the topic of this review.

The magnetic properties of the ferromagnetic metals (Fe,
Co, and Ni) are a result of the electronic configuration of
the 3d energy levels. An imbalance of spin-UP and spin-
DOWN 3d electron population (due to the exchange
interaction) leads to unpaired electrons and a net magnetic
moment [26, 27]. Magnetism in gold is completely
unexpected, as even though its formal gas-phase atomic
electronic configuration is [Xenon]4f145d106(sp)1 and has
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an unequal number of spin-UP and DOWN electrons, the band
structure of gold and its computed density of states reveal
gold has a balanced number of spin-UP and DOWN electrons,
and is thus diamagnetic [28, 29]. This predicted diamagne-
tism is in agreement with the experimentally observed
negative susceptibility and diamagnetism of bulk gold [30].
Not surprisingly, this unexpected new phenomenon is
attracting considerable attention. As it will be made clear
in this review, there is still a wide scatter of results in the
literature which, while not necessarily contradictory, makes
a comprehensive understanding of this phenomena elusive,
and an ongoing task. We hope this review will highlight the
need for further systematic and comprehensive studies of
these gold-containing nanomaterials.

This review will focus on the experimental, and to a
lesser extent, theoretical, status of research on the magne-
tism of gold thin films and nanoparticles. A key common
denominator to the observation of magnetism in nanoscale
gold, be it as thin films or nanoparticles, is the effect
surface-bound molecules play. As such, this review starts
with a brief overview of foundation work concerned with
the effect surface-capping molecules and self-assembled
monolayers have on Au thin films and nanoparticles. We
then highlight experimental results showing the magnetic
properties of Au nanostructures. In particular, we will
emphasize important control studies that contribute to
confirm the observed magnetic properties are indeed
inherent to the gold nanomaterials, and not parasitic
magnetic impurities. A comprehensive model explaining
several key features of the experimentally observed
behaviors will be presented. We finish off by showing
new directions research is taking in this new and fascinating
area.

Setting the stage

As was mentioned above, bulk gold is a metallic material,
whose 5d electrons are buried a few electronvolts below the
Fermi level. Hence, these bands are fully occupied,
neglecting the small amount of hybridization with the s
and p orbitals [28, 29]. This leads to the diamagnetic
properties of bulk gold, which has a magnetic susceptibility
χd (defined as the magnetization M divided by the applied
magnetic field strength H such that M=χdH) of −1.42×
10−7 emu g−1 Oe−1 [30]. The filling of the 5d bands can be
experimentally assessed by using X-ray absorption near-
edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. When using hard X-
rays, 2p1/2→5d3/2 and 2p3/2→5d3/2,5/2 dipole transitions
(also called the L2 and L3 edges, respectively) can be
probed. The measured intensities of the white line tran-
sitions are directly proportional to the density of unoccu-
pied 5d states (i.e. the number of holes in the 5d band) [26,

27]. For bulk gold, these intensities are very low, as the 5d
bands are nominally full, as explained above. The low
intensities result from the small population of 5d holes
resulting from s-p-d hybridization [31]. We will see below
that XANES spectroscopy at the Au L2,3 edges has been
widely used to probe the electronic properties of gold in the
context of surface-modified Au nanomaterials, and assess
charge redistribution.

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are well-known
chemical modifiers enabling tuning of the surface proper-
ties of a material [32]. SAMs provide a convenient
chemical handle for further chemical modification [33],
tune the wetting properties of surfaces [34], and provide an
avenue to nanoscale patterning when combined with soft
lithographic methods [35, 36]. When bound to the surface
of nanocrystals, the SAM can impart solubility, enabling
wet chemical processing and reactions to be carried out at
the surface [1]. Thiol molecules avidly bind to gold [32],
forming a strong Auδ+–Sδ− bond where the partial charges
δ are used to illustrate a charge transfer from gold to the
sulfur (S) atom.

The synthesis of thiol-capped nanoparticles took flight
with Brust’s phase transfer method [1], which is still widely
used today. As mentioned above, the white line intensity of
the XANES Au L2,3 edges is proportional to the number of
holes in the 5d bands. Zhang and Sham have compared the
XANES L2,3 spectra of pristine gold foils and thiol-capped
gold nanoparticles and reported that as the nanoparticle size
decreased, the white line intensity was seen to increase [31,
37]. That is to say, more holes are present on the gold atoms
of thiol-capped particles, compared to the bulk, as a result
of the Au to S charge redistribution. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy corroborates this behavior and suggests the
localized character of these unoccupied Au 5d states [31].
As such, the presence of a SAM at the surface of a
nanostructure can also be used to modify the electronic
properties of the underlying metal.

Two prime examples of this are the effect adsorbed thiol
molecules have on the work function Φ and the surface
plasmon resonance (vide supra) of a material. The change
in work function is attributed to the occurrence of a surface
dipole, which itself stems from the intrinsic dipole moment
of the capping molecule, as well as the charge transfer at
the surface [38]. Garcia and co-workers offered an
interesting study of how the presence of various capping
molecules strongly affects the surface plasmon resonance of
gold nanoparticles [39]. The width of the resonance peaks
(as measured in absorbance measurements) is inversely
proportional to the size of the nanoparticle. For small
nanoparticles, one needs to consider the golden body of the
capped nanoparticles as an effective core–shell nanostruc-
ture, where the core is metallic, and the shell is insulating
(see Fig. 1). The thickness of this insulating shell is related
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to the strength of Au–S charge transfer at the surface, which
localizes the electrons. Strong charge transfer (such as what
occurs when thiols are surface-bound) localizes surface
conduction electrons, effectively decreasing the size of the
metallic core, thereby broadening the surface plasmon
resonance peak. For small particles with strongly bound
thiols, this insulating shell can become comparable or equal
to the total radius of the nanoparticle (see Fig. 1, right), and
the breadth of the peak is such that the surface plasmon
resonance is suppressed due to the localized character of the
electronic charges [39]. Particles coated with a non-binding
surfactant such as an ammonium tetraalkyl halide do not
create such an insulating layer (Fig. 1, left), and surface
plasmon resonance is clearly observed. As will be dis-
cussed below, the absence of surface plasmon resonance
has been reported to correlate with the onset of magnetism
in Au nanoparticles.

Experimental studies

While bulk gold is diamagnetic, there is now a growing and
increasingly convincing body of work that shows that
magnetic properties can be imparted to nanoscaled gold.
This section will highlight studies of magnetism in gold
nanoparticles [19, 24, 40–62] and thin films [63–68].

The earliest work was presented by Hori and co-workers
[19], who reported on large low-temperature (4.2 K)
magnetic moments of 22 μB in ∼3 nm Au nanoparticles
embedded in poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP). The anhys-
teretic magnetization vs. field loop was interpreted in the
context of superparamagnetism. This magnetic phase can be
explained in terms of coupled spins which are fluctuating
due to the randomizing effect of temperature [16, 17, 69].
This work pointedly highlighted the remarkable difference
nanoscale gold may have with the bulk state, most noticeably

by highlighting the presence of unpaired coupled magnetic
moments. Further early studies of the Au–polyvinyl pyrro-
lidone (PVP) system looked at the size dependence of the
saturation magnetization [55], which showed a maximal
value around 3 nm over the 1–8-nm diameter range.
However, this analysis of the size dependence, in particular
of the surface magnetization, has recently come under
criticism [70]. A re-interpretation by He shows an increasing
and leveling of surface magnetization [70], instead of the
declining surface magnetization with increasing particle
diameter reported by Hori [55]. Hori and co-workers also
investigated dodecanethiol (CH3(CH2)11SH)-capped Au
nanoparticles, but found greatly reduced saturation magnet-
izations compared to Au–PVP. Further studies conducted by
Yamamoto et al. supported the paramagnetic character of
small Au nanoparticles, in this case coated with poly
(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAAHC) [61]. In this paper,
Yamamoto et al. infer that weakly binding capping mole-
cules, such as polymers, are a prerequisite for the observation
of magnetic properties in Au nanoparticles.

However, the situation was drastically changed with the
publication of the widely cited study by Crespo et al. [40],
the most salient feature being shown in Fig. 2a. This figure
shows the magnetization vs. field loops measured at room
(300 K) and low (5 K) temperature for dodecanethiol-
capped Au nanoparticles 1.4 nm in diameter. The charac-
teristic features of a ferromagnetic material, namely a
hysteretic behavior with a coercive field and permanent
magnetization even in zero applied field, are clearly seen
for both temperatures. As a comparison, the corresponding
measurements for ∼1.5 nm Au nanoparticles with tetraoc-
tylammonium bromide ((C8H17)4 N

+Br), a weak interacting
and non-surface-binding surfactant, are presented in Fig. 2b
labelled Au-NR. The dominating behavior is diamagnetic (as
seen by the negative slope of the results), and anhysteretic.
Only a weak response to the applied magnetic field (as seen by
the small magnetization, note the vertical scale is ∼3 orders of
magnitude smaller in Fig. 2b then in Fig. 2a), more akin to
the behavior of bulk gold, is seen. Clearly, the surface
decoration is a crucial attribute towards endowing the Au
nanoparticles with magnetic properties. It is interesting to
compare the optical properties of these two systems, as is
shown in Fig. 2c. The thiol-coated nanoparticles do not
present surface plasmon resonance while this feature is
clearly observed for the ammonium-coated nanoparticles.
Crespo and co-workers attribute the magnetic properties to
the localized character of the electrons highlighted by the
absence of surface plasmon resonance arising due to the
strong Au–S charge transfer occurring at the gold–thiolate
interface (see ref. [39] and related discussion above). This is
in direct contradiction to Yamomoto et al. [61], whereas
Crespo found that a strongly binding capping molecule is
necessary to observe magnetism.

Fig. 1 Formation of electronic core–shell nanostructures due to a
surface-capping molecule. From left to right, the binding strength and
degree of Au–S charge transfer increases. At the same time, the gold
body is seen to go from consisting of only metallic character to a
metallic/insulating core–shell, to a fully insulating material
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The magnetic properties of nanoscaled materials are well-
known to be temperature dependent. When thermal energy is
sufficient to overcome the energy barrier that maintains the
magnetic moments along a given direction, the particle
becomes superparamagnetic and the particle’s large moment
fluctuates [16, 17, 69]. This barrier is known as the anisotropy
energy barrier and is proportional to the product of the

anisotropy constant K and the volume V of the nanoparticle.
The blocking temperature TB is the temperature below which
the energy barrier is not overcome, and the particle’s moment
is said to be blocked. Below the blocking temperature,
hysteretic M vs. H loops are measured, as is shown in
Fig. 2a. The anisotropy constant is approximately related to
the blocking temperature by

K � 25kBTB
V

ð1Þ

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Given a blocking temper-
ature greater than 300 K and the small diameter of the
nanoparticles studied, Crespo approximated the anisotropy
constant has a lower-limit value on the order of 7×107 J/m3

[40]. This is a huge value, almost a full order of magnitude,
more than typical high magnetic anisotropy uniaxial materials
such as SmCo5 and FePt. Neglecting shape effects for
spherical nanoparticles, the anisotropy constant is a measure
of the anisotropy of the spin–orbit coupling interaction due to
the directional character of bonding in a solid [26, 27]. For
gold nanoparticles, this huge anisotropy constant is then
attributed to the anisotropy of the Au–S bond, as well as the
large spin–orbit coupling at the Au surface [71].

While there is a clear dichotomy between the nanoscaled
ferromagnetic and bulk diamagnetic gold, the clear cutoff
between the two behavior is still elusive and requires further
attention. Focusing on dodecanethiol-capped nanoparticles, for
which room temperature permanent magnetism was observed
for particle diameters of 1.4 nm [40], Dutta and collaborators
turned their attention to larger particles with diameters of 5
and 12 nm [45]. For the 5-nm nanoparticles, permanent
magnetism is observed at 5 K, while a superparamagnetic
behavior is seen at room temperature. The blocking temper-
ature is 50 K, pointing to an overall decrease of the anisotropy
constant when compared to 1.4 nm particles (to ∼3×105 J/m3

when using Eq. 1 above). For 12 nm nanoparticles, only
diamagnetic behavior is recorded at all temperatures. As such,
the importance of the contribution of surface atoms is
highlighted. For the larger particles, the surface atoms do not
contribute sufficiently to dictate the magnetic behavior, and
the diamagnetic core dominates the measured response.

While the occurrence of magnetism in Au nanoparticle
systems is now well established, the obvious question one faces

Fig. 2 Hysteresis loops corresponding to 1.4 nm diameter thiol-capped
gold nanoparticles, Au–SR (a), and magnetization curves of 1.5–5.0 nm
gold nanoparticles stabilized by means of an ammonium surfactant, Au–
NR (b), at 5 and 300 K. For the Au–SR sample, the magnetization is
given in electromagnetic units per gram of gold. UV-visible absorption
spectra for the two studied gold nanoparticles (c). The strong surface
plasmon resonance band around 550 nm, observed for the Au–NR
sample, is absent in the case of Au–SR. Reprinted figure with permission
from Crespo, Litrán, Rojas, Multigner, de la Fuente, Sánchez-López,
García, Hernando, Penadés, and Fernández (2004) Phys Rev Lett
93:087204. Copyright 2010 by the American Physical Society

�
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is whether the observed magnetism is an intrinsic property of
the gold. The common method of characterization of gold
nanoparticles is superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) magnetometry, which while very sensitive, is a non-
specific tool which cannot discriminate against parasitic
secondary magnetic phases and measurement artifacts. It is
thus easy to misinterpret the origin of magnetism in a given
sample [72–75]. Of particular concern are impurities of iron
and its oxides, which form magnetic materials. A common
check is the use of inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry, and indeed most investigations report iron
concentrations in the parts per million range, an amount
insufficient to account for the observed magnetic responses.
Crespo et al. deliberately prepared Fe-doped Au nanoparticles,
with Fe atomic percentages of up to 18% [41]. It was shown
that the presence of iron actually lowers the observed magnetic
moments as well as the coercive fields, as the Fe impurities
behave as para- or superparamagnetic. While suggesting the
magnetic response is not attributable to Fe impurities, this
study does not directly prove it is intrinsic to gold.

A first element-specific proof of a magnetic moment on gold
was provided by Yamamoto et al. during their study of
PAAHC–Au nanoparticles highlighted above, using X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [61]. This method
consists of measuring L2,3 absorption edges using circularly
polarized X-ray photons, in the presence of a magnetic field
which is applied along and against the X-ray photon’s
momentum. The difference between the two XANES spectra
yields the XMCD spectrum. This technique probes the
difference between spin-UP and spin-DOWN densities of states
[27]. The measured Au L3 edge XANES and XMCD spectra
are presented in Fig. 3 for 1.9 nm PAAHC-coated gold
nanoparticles in a 10-T magnetic field. The peaks in the
XMCD spectrum confirm that Au atoms are bearing a
magnetic moment. The XMCD data also tracks the SQUID
magnetometry results, strongly supporting the observed
magnetic properties are due to the gold, and not parasitic
magnetic impurities. In addition to PAAHC–Au nanoparticles
[61, 76], this method was also used to confirm the magnetic
character of dodecanethiol-capped Au nanoparticles [24, 52],
as is shown in Fig. 4a. Here, the field dependence of the
magnetization extracted from the amplitude of the XMCD
signal is shown. The measurement shows a clear hysteresis as
SQUID-measured M vs. H loops did [24]. To complement the
XMCD measurements, 197Au Mössbauer spectroscopy [77]
was performed on these nanoparticles [24]. The spectrum
measured at 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 14b. In addition to the
non-magnetic singlet attributed to the core diamagnetic gold
atoms, a magnetically split signal is also observed, which is
attributed to the surface magnetic gold atoms. As with XMCD,
this is clear evidence of gold-born magnetic moments. The
muon spin resonance technique also provides a microscopic, if
not element-specific probe to the magnetic environment.

Goikolea and colleagues have shown the presence of a dipolar
field consistent with long-range magnetic ordering in 2.1 nm
dodecanthiol-capped Au nanoparticles [49].

In addition to polymer-encapsulated [19, 54, 55, 60, 61,
78] and alkanethiol-coated nanoparticles [24, 40, 44–49,
51–53], magnetism has now been observed in Au nano-
particles coated with ligands such as thiolated sugars [41,
42] and biomolecules [48, 51], thiolated azobenzenes [58,
59], phosphine [53], and oleic acid and/or oleic amine [43,
57]. The behaviors range from permanent, ferromagnetic-
like at room temperature, to superparamagnetic, to para-
magnetic. In addition to undesired impurities, the effect of
nanoparticle size and distribution, as well as chemical
identity, surface binding strength, and packing density of
the capping ligands must be taken into consideration to
undertake a comprehensive and thorough comparison of all
the studied systems, which is beyond the scope of the
present review. In addition, the observed saturation magne-
tization spans a wide range, from as low as 0.01 to 5 emu/g
Au [24, 52]. This latter value corresponds to a magnetic
moment of 0.33 μB per surface Au atom. This very high
value is comparable to the moment of bulk Ni of 0.606 μB/
atom [79].

While we have up to now focused on Au nanoparticles,
magnetic properties can also be imparted to thin films [63–

Fig. 3 XMCD and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectra at the
Au L3 and L2 edge with an applied magnetic field of 10 T. The XMCD
and XAS spectra include a same scale factor so that the height of the
edge jumps off the XAS spectra (solid lines) are unity. Solid lines with
closed circle symbols represent an XMCD spectrum with an applied
magnetic field of 10 T, while the dotted line indicates an XMCD
spectrum in a magnetic field applied in the opposite direction, implying
the observed signal is not an artificial effect. Reprinted figure with
permission from Yamamoto, Miura, Suzuki, Kawamura, Miyagawa,
Nakamura, Kobayashi, Teranishi, and Hori (2004) Phys Rev Lett
93:116801. Copyright 2010 by the American Physical Society
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68]. The main results can be summarized as follows. Firstly,
the magnetic properties are highly anisotropic, as magnetiza-
tion is only observed when the magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the thin film’s plane, i.e., along the general
orientation of the Au–S and hydrocarbon chain when
considering an alkanethiol SAM [63, 66, 68]. An example is
shown in Fig. 5 where M vs H loops were measured for a Au
thin film coated with a photochromic azobenzene SAM [68].
This points to a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
constant, as demagnetization effects tend to coerce the
magnetization within the sample plane. Secondly, considering
there are on the order of 2×1014 atoms per centimeter
squared on the Au(111) surface, one can estimate the
magnetic moment per surface atom. For the measurements
presented in Fig. 5, this corresponds to approximately 50 μB

per surface Au atom. This is an extraordinarily giant moment,
and moments up to 100 μB per surface Au have been
reported [66]. Thirdly, despite the very strong anisotropy and
large moment, no or very small hysteresis is observed, as the
sample exhibit paramagnetism. A final effect that was seen to
occur is related to the aging of samples exposed to air [63,
64]. Over a period of almost 2 weeks, the saturation
magnetization of poly(analine) SAMs on gold was more than
halved. It is interesting to note that this effect has not been
specifically addressed for gold nanoparticles, and could (in
part) account for the scatter in reported magnetic moments.

Model of FM in Au: thin films vs. nanoparticles

The development of an inclusive theoretical model which
takes into account the wide range of experimental results
for both thin films and nanoparticles is a daunting task. To

summarize what has been presented up to now, such a
model should describe the large anisotropies seen in both
nanoparticles and thin films, explain the discrepancy in
magnetic moments between nanoparticles (on the order of
∼0.01 μB) and thin films (50∼100 μB), and finally explain
why hysteresis is observed in nanoparticles, while
paramagnetic-like, anhysteretic M vs. H loops are seen in
thin films. Here, we will describe the model put forth by
Hernando and co-workers [66, 80], as it is rather compre-
hensive and widely cited. Readers interested in other
models are directed to the primary literature [81–85].

Fig. 5 Plots of the magnetization M vs. applied magnetic field H at
5 K for a SAM formed from the disulfide 4-[6-(hexyldithio)hexyloxy]
azobenzene (shown) when the external magnetic field was applied
perpendicular (blue points) and parallel (orange points) to the
substrate surface. Reprinted with permission from [68]

Fig. 4 a Element-specific magnetization of dodecanothiol-capped Au
nanoparticles obtained from the amplitude of the XMCD spectra at the Au
L3 edge as a function of the applied magnetic field. The coercivity of the
element-specific magnetization is clearly observed in the inset. b 197Au
Mössbauer spectrum of dodecanothiol-capped Au nanoparticles at 4.2 K.

The spectrum has been fitted by a non-magnetic singlet contribution
corresponding to the inner Au atoms with an fcc structure and a
ferromagnetic one from the surface Au atoms. Reprinted with permission
from [24]
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We begin with the magnetic properties of thin films
coated with SAMs. SAMs will form ordered domains [32],
which can have dimensions upwards of tens of nanometres
[86, 87]. The SAM leads to a modification of the surface
potential, with respect to bare Au [38, 59, 68, 88]. In
particular, an energy barrier is created at the boundary of
such a domain, and the ordered area becomes a potential
well where quasi-free surface electrons become captured, as
is schematically shown in Fig. 6. The traveling electron in
this atomic-like orbital will generate an orbital moment Lz,
where z is along the film normal as the electron is confined
to travel in the surface plane. It is assumed the domains are
circular and of radius ξ.

Hernando and co-workers propose a Hamiltonian de-
scribing this situation whose energy can be minimized with
respect to angular momentum Lz [89], with the result that Lz
is proportional to the domain radius squared (ξ2) [80].
Given this ξ-dependence of the minimized orbital energy,
Hernando et al. clearly show that very large orbital
moments may be expected, and are comparable to the
moments experimentally observed for thin films. The
electrostatic interaction between the electrons is such that
their energy is minimized for parallel (i.e., ferromagnetic)
spin alignment [84], in a manner analogous to Hund’s first
rule [26, 27]. This is represented as the arrow labeled
“Exchange” in Fig. 6. As the spin–orbit coupling interac-
tion is strong in gold, the alignment of spin momenta
implies the alignment of orbital momenta. Such well-
characterized angular momenta were reported from electron
circular dichroism measurements of Au films coated with
chiral poly(alanine) [64].

As Hernando et al. point out [80], this model is in
agreement with several experimental observations. The
electrons responsible for the magnetism are trapped and

thus have reduced mobility, which explains the suppression
of the surface plasmon resonance as explained above [39,
40]. The orbital moment will be larger for larger well-
ordered domains within the SAMs. The aging of the
magnetic properties [63, 64] can thus be interpreted as a
size reduction of these domains over time. Finally and
importantly, while this model predicts large orbital momen-
ta in large domains, as can be obtained in thin films, it also
predicts small moments for small domains. This situation
would correspond to nanoparticles, where well-ordered
SAM domains are tightly limited by the crystalline facets
of the particle. As such, only very small moments are
observed for nanoparticles. While in principle larger
moments would thus be expected for larger particles, this
is counterbalanced by core diamagnetism, as volume
increases faster than surface as the particle size increases
[15].

The occurrence of hysteresis is also handled by this
model [66]. The spin and orbital momenta of the
conduction electrons are coupled, as explained above.
When one considers the coupling of these momenta to a
localized spin SZ, the coercive field Hc required for
magnetization reversal is inversely proportional to the total
coupled moments [90]. For thin films with a large orbital
moment Lz, the coercive field vanishes, and no magnetiza-
tion remains in zero applied field as a vanishing small field
is required for magnetization reversal. For small particles,
where the orbital moment is very small (Lz∼1), hysteresis is
observed.

New directions

In this section, we will discuss new directions research in
this new exciting field is taking.

Our discussion has focused on pristine-capped Au
nanoparticles. It was recently reported that ferromagne-
tism is also observed in Au48Pt52 nanowires [91]. In this
case, the charge transfer is not believed to occur due to
the presence of the capping ligand, but rather occurs
internally. While Au has formally filled 5d10 orbitals,
platinum (Pt) has a 5d9 electronic configuration. As such,
electron density is withdrawn from the gold and relocated
on the Pt atom. This is confirmed using XANES spectroscopy
by an increase of the Au L3 edge white line intensity,
which is accompanied by a corresponding decrease at the
Pt L3 edge. This is corroborated by comparing with
Au25Pt75 nanowires, where the Au and Pt L3 edges were
superimposable with the corresponding parent metal foils.
In these nanowires where no 5d charge relocalization
occurred, only paramagnetism was observed. It is worth
noting such alloys cannot be obtained in the bulk, where
the room temperature solubility of Au in Pt is 4%. This

Fig. 6 Quasi-free electrons trapped in an atomic-like orbital resulting
from the surface potential of the SAM. The spins of conduction
electrons are coupled to minimize electrostatic interactions, and the
large orbital momenta are coupling via the spin–orbit coupling
interaction
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study suggests novel nanoscaled gold-based alloys can
exhibit magnetism.

An indirect demonstration of magnetism in gold thin
films was presented by Knaus and co-workers, where the
Hall effect in a cobalt–gold bilayer was seen to be modified
by capping with dodecanethiol [67]. The changes in the
magnetotransport are described as arising from the modi-
fied magnetization reversal in the cobalt layer in the
presence of a biasing field from the Au–S interface. This
new handle on a physical property is expected to contribute
to the understanding of the thiol-induced magnetization at
the gold surface. Further work on magnetotransport of
gold-based nanostructures is expected.

As has been amply discussed above, the Au to S charge
transfer is believed to be responsible for the onset of
ferromagnetism in thiol-capped gold nanoparticles and thin
films. As such, tuning the charge transfer provides a way to
tune the magnetic properties. The charge transfer is
expected to be influenced by the work function of the
metal, which is itself modified by

ΔΦ ¼ N � e � m � cos q
e0 � A

due to the presence of the capping molecule [38, 59, 68,
88]. Here, N is the density of dipoles on the surface, μ is the
effective dipole moment of the capping molecule (taken to
be positive when pointing out of the surface), θ is the
average tilt angle of the capping molecule in the SAM, e0 is
the permittivity of vacuum, and A is the area taken up by a
molecule (around 21.4 Å2 per chain for docosyl mercaptan
[CH3(CH2)21SH] on Au(111) [92]). The presence of the
molecule produces a surface dipole, which will raise or
lower the vacuum level in the SAM, thereby raising or
lowering the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of the capping molecule with respect to the Fermi level εF
of the gold, as is shown in Fig. 7. As is illustrated, the
energy barrier fe-inj to charge injection from the gold to the

molecule (i.e., charge transfer) is also modulated by this
surface modification. Whereas, a negative dipole moment
(such as in a molecule with an electron withdrawing group)
results in a decrease of the work function Φ and charge
transfer barrier fe-inj, a positive dipole moment increases the
metal’s work function and charge transfer barrier.

The work function of the gold surface can be reversibly
tuned if it is capped with a photochromic molecular switch
such as an azobenzene whose surface dipole is reversed
upon photoisomerization [93]. The cis-trans photoisomeri-
zation leads to a reversible modification of the dipole
moment of the molecule from positive to negative, and thus
reversibly changes the work function of the metal. As such,
a modulation of the magnetism is thus expected if gold is
coated with a photochromic switch and shined with light of
the appropriate wavelength.

This principle was recently demonstrated by Suda and co-
workers for gold nanoparticles [58, 59] and thin films [68]
coated with thiolated azobenzene photoswitches. In both
cases, reversible modulation of the magnetization of ∼25%
was observed. Figure 8 shows the reversible phototuning of
the magnetic properties of azobenzene-coated Au nano-
particles [59]. As can be seen, the magnetization is reversibly
changed with successive irradiation with UVand visible light.
This type of system is particularly attractive with respect to
fundamental studies, as the magnetic properties and their
associated properties can be studied while maintaining the
nanoparticle size and morphology strictly unchanged.

Remaining issues need to be understood and elucidated,
which would hopefully shed some light onto the wide
scatter of behaviors observed. In particular, the effects of
packing density and the density of defects within the SAM
need to be investigated, as both would be expected to
modify the dipole moment layer, and thus the Au–S charge
injection and resulting magnetism. This particular topic is
of interest to our group, and we are currently investigating
such topics.

Fig. 7 Schematic representation
of the change of the energy
barrier to charge transfer fe-inj
arising from the modification of
the vacuum energy Evac due to
surface dipoles fdipole. On the
left, a positive dipole moment is
shown while on the right a
negative dipole moment is
shown. LUMO of the capping
molecule, εF is the Fermi level
of Au, and Φ is the work
function of un-capped Au
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Outlook to potential industrial applications

In this final section, potential industrial applications
wherein magnetic gold nanoparticles could provide a
strategic advantage over other materials are discussed. Note
that given this field is still burgeoning, none of these
applications have yet been demonstrated.

In the short-term, one may expect that the magnetism of
Au nanostructures will be coupled to previously known
properties of Au. A first niche application would be gold
nanoparticle-based catalysis. The magnetic properties could
provide the means to recover a catalyst, by applying a
magnetic field, which could be used again. This prospect is
especially interesting as Bond has recently reviewed that
smaller particles reaching the non-magnetic state are more
catalytically active [6]. This coincides with the trend
towards magnetism for small particles with localized
electrons (vide supra), and as such magnetism and catalytic
properties might inherently go hand in hand. The prospect
of magnetism in capping ligand-free Au–Pt nanostructures
highlighted in the previous section [91] is especially
interesting, as the anticipated competition for the nano-
particle’s surface between capping ligand and substrate
would be eliminated.

Au nanostructures have already shown their tremendous
potential towards diagnostics and therapeutics [2, 3, 8].
Adding magnetism to Au nanoparticles could make them a
silver (well, technically, golden) bullet. New functionality
towards magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic hyper-
thermia (which have up to now been the fiefdom of
magnetic metal oxide nanoparticles [17]) would consider-
ably enhance the already long list of desirable attributes of
gold nanoparticles towards biomedically engineered health
solutions. It is anticipated such functionality in gold-based

Fig. 8 Changes in the optical
properties (a), room temperature
(b) and 5 K (c) magnetization,
and 5 K magnetization reversal
(d) as a result of photoisomeri-
zation in azobenzene-coated Au
nanoparticles. Suda, Kameyama,
Suzuki, Kawamura, and Einaga
(2008) Reversible phototuning
of ferromagnetism at Au–S
interfaces at room temperature.
Angew Chem Int Ed 47:160–
163. Copyright Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
Reproduced with permission
[59]

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of switching magnetism from off to
on in gold-based nanostructures. The switch may arise due to binding
of a target molecule, a chemical reaction at the nanostructure’s surface,
or irradiation with light of a proper wavelength
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nanostructures could be demonstrated in as short a time
scale as a couple of years.

Finally, the possibility to chemically turn on magnetism
in gold nanostructures is a very unique feature. One can
envisage how gold nanoparticle-based sensors could be
implemented, where the binding or chemical reaction of a
surface molecule could lead to the onset of magnetism, as is
schematically shown in Fig. 9. Photomagnetic gold nano-
particles (as highlighted in the above section [59]) could be
engineered towards obtaining true on–off reversible behav-
ior, instead of a simple modulation of the magnetic
moment. However, before this is achieved, a deeper
understanding of what chemical surface modifications leads
to magnetism is required. However, the prospect of turning
magnetism on at will is attractive towards sample enrich-
ment, separation of gold, sensing, as well as a new medium
for magnetooptical data storage.

Conclusions

The unexpected magnetism in gold nanostructures presents
several standing challenges before we fully understand the
physical and chemical handles governing it. However, it
also presents new opportunities to test our understanding of
the electronic properties of finely divided matter. It also
opens new industrial avenues towards the design of new
functional materials. Noticeably, applications in catalysis,
biomedicine, and information technology can be anticipated
as the new properties of these fascinating new gold-based
nanomaterials are harnessed. Gold has indeed become even
more attractive in its own new special way.
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